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Charles Wesley’s Personal Library, ca. 1765
Randy L. Maddox
John Wesley made a regular practice of recording in his diary the books that he was reading,
which has been a significant resource for scholars in considering influences on his thought.1 If Charles
Wesley kept such diary records, they have been lost to us. However, he provides another resource among
his surviving manuscript materials that helps significantly in this regard. On at least four occasions
Charles compiled manuscript catalogues of books that he owned, providing a fairly complete sense of his
personal library around the year 1765. Indeed, these lists give us better records for Charles Wesley’s
personal library than we have for the library of brother John.2
The earliest of Charles Wesley’s catalogues is found in MS Richmond Tracts.3 While this list is
undated, several of the manuscript hymns that Wesley included in the volume focus on 1746, providing a
likely time that he started compiling the list. Changes in the color of ink and size of pen make clear that
this was a “growing” list, with additions being made into the early 1750s.
The other three catalogues are grouped together in an untitled manuscript notebook containing an
assortment of financial records and other materials related to Charles Wesley and his family.4 The first of
these three lists is titled “Catalogue of Books, 1 Jan 1757.”5 Like the earlier list, this date indicates when
the initial entries were made; both the publication date of some books on the list and Wesley’s
inscriptions in surviving volumes make clear that he continued to add to the list over the next few years.
All but a dozen listings in this catalogue have a horizontal line drawn through them, almost certainly done
at the time that Wesley prepared the second, updated catalogue in the notebook. Fortunately, the line does
not totally obscure the information about the book.
1Only portions of John’s diary remain extant, so the record is incomplete.
2John Wesley compiled lists of his books during his Oxford and Georgia years, but no similar
lists have been found from later years. Some sense of John’s personal library can be gained from
remnants remaining at Wesley’s House in London, at the Kingswood School, and scattered elsewhere (as
indicated by his inscription). Cf. Randy L. Maddox, “John Wesley’s Reading: Evidence in the Book
Collection at Wesley’s House, London.” Methodist History 41.3 (2003): 118–33; “John Wesley’s
Reading: Evidence in the Kingswood School Archives.” Methodist History 41.2 (2003): 49–67; and
“Remnants of John Wesley’s Personal Library.” Methodist History 42.2 (2004): 122–28.
3MS Richmond Tracts contains published copies of seven small hymn collections that Charles
published between 1744–46, bound together with interleaved blank pages on which he has written
additional manuscript hymns. The catalogue of his library appears on the second sheet (or unnumbered
pages 3–4). The volume is in  the Methodist Archive and Research Centre (MARC) at The John Rylands
University Library, accession number MA 1977/423.
4This notebook is also in MARC, shelf number DDCW 8/7. My thanks to Gareth Lloyd, Peter
Nockles, and their associates for help in consulting these materials.
5The catalogue runs for eight pages, which are numbered as pp. 1, 3–9. Within the larger
notebook (whose pages are generally unnumbered), it appears on pp. 29–36.
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The second catalogue in the untitled notebook is not dated.6 However, some of the initial books
on the list were published in 1763; hence, I will refer to it as [1763]. It incorporates most of the books in
the earlier catalogues while adding books through 1764.
The third catalogue in the untitled notebook is dated 1764.7 It repeats many items from earlier
catalogues, while adding a few new listings. This catalogue was obviously left incomplete, running less
than half the length of the other two lists in the notebook.
The authenticity of these lists is demonstrated not just by Charles Wesley’s handwriting but also
by the remnants of his personal library that can be identified, most of which are present in the Methodist
Archives at The John Rylands University Library.8 About one-third of the books listed in the catalogues
survive, as verified by Charles Wesley’s inscription. These inscriptions are noted in the list that follows.
Among the remnants bearing Wesley’s inscription are also some volumes not on the lists, most of which
postdate his manuscript catalogues. These are included as an appendix to the list that follows, for
purposes of completeness.
Among the extant remnants are a few books with dated inscriptions from years preceding or
covered by the manuscript catalogues, but which do not appear in the lists. Moreover, a close comparison
reveals books that appear on earlier lists but not later lists. All of this suggests that none of the lists were
exhaustive for their time. I provide below a single list of every book that appears in the various
catalogues, noting for each book the catalogue(s) in which it is present.
The manuscript lists typically give only the author’s last name and a short title. In some cases
only the title is given, and in a few cases only a description (e.g., “Greek Testament”). By consulting the
verified remnants of Charles Wesley’s library and such bibliographical tools as WorldCat, I have been
able to identify confidently the work in question in almost every case. If the book is still extant, or there is
specific information in the list, I give the exact edition of the work owned by Wesley. In all other cases, I
list the first edition of the book as the default.
I do not include in the list below books in Charles’s manuscript catalogues that were published by
himself and his brother John. One would assume that Charles owned copies of these, and it is sufficient to
note here that the lists confirm this expectation—including even John’s fifty volume Christian Library
(1751–55), and three-volume Survey of the Wisdom of God in Creation (1763).
6This catalogue appears on (unnumbered) pp. 37–44 of DDCW 8/7. 
7This catalogue appears on (unnumbered) pp. 45–47 of DDCW 8/7.
8See Randy L. Maddox, “Collection of Books owned by the Charles Wesley Family in The John
Rylands University Library,” Bulletin of The John Rylands University Library. 88.2 (2006): 133–77.
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The list of Charles Wesley’s books below is modest in size when compared, for example, to that
of his grandfather Samuel Annesley.9 But the collection is notable for one with Wesley’s limited financial
means. Some of the volumes were texts in his studies at Westminster and Oxford. Others were gifts of his
older brother Samuel and various friends. Several on family duties (Defoe, Gouge, Nelson, Whately) were
added after his marriage. One of the most interesting late editions is Sclater, which was surely obtained as
a resource in answering brother John’s defense of his ordination of clergy for the church in North
America.
The collection is particularly strong in biblical study resources and the Anglican standards
(including a copy of Hooker’s Ecclesiastical Piety and defenses of Anglican polity by Jewel, Reynolds,
and Stillingfleet). By contrast, there are few primary sources from the early church and relatively limited
holdings of English poets (Cowley, Milton, Pope, Prior, Spenser, Thompson). Perhaps most surprising,
only one volume of hymns by Isaac Watts appears on the list.
9The catalog of Annesley’s library at his death contains about five times as many items:
Bibliotheca Annesleiana; or a Catalogue of Choice Greek, Latin and English Books, both Ancient and
Modern, ... being the library of the Reverend Samuel Annesley ... sold by auction on Thursday the
Eighteenth of March, 1696. By Edward Millington.
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Items in Charles Wesley’s Catalogues
“Abstract of Classics” [likely An Historical, Genealogical, and Classical Dictionary; containing the
Lives and Characters … with an Abstract of the System of Heathen Mythology. 2 vols. London:
Printed for A. Millar, 1743.]
Catalogue: [1763]
Adam, Thomas (1701–84). Practical Lectures on the Church Catechism. London: Printed for C. Hitch &
L. Hawes, 1755.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW75; “C. Wesley 1756”
Aesop (ca. 620–564 BC). Aesop Naturalized and Exposed to the Publick View in His Own Shape and
Dress. Cambridge: Printed by John Hayes for Edward Hall, 1697.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Aldrich, Henry (1647–1710). Artis Logicae Compendium. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre 1691.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Atterbury, Francis (1662–1732). Sermons and Discourses on Several Subjects and Occasions. 2 vols.
London: Printed by S. Aris for Jonah Bowyer, 1723.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW48–49; “C. Wesley 1725 col. T. Petri Westmon.”
Aurelius, Marcus (121–180). The Commentaries of the Emperor Marcus Antonius, containing his maxims
of science, and rules of life. Translated by James Thomson. London: Printed by T. Parker, 1747.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
Location: MARC, MAW CW65; “C. Wesley 1756”
Bacon, Francis (1561–1626). Francisci Baconi de Varulamio Scripta in naturali et universali
philosophia. Amsterdam: Ludwig Elzevir, 1653.
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW5; “C. Wesley 1758”
Bailey, Nathan (d. 1742). An Universal Etymological English Dictionary. London: Printed for R. Ware,
A. Ward, et al., 1747.
Catalogue: 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW 226; “S[arah]. G[wynne].” “Sarah Wesley”
Bartholin, Caspar Thomesen (1655–1738). Specimen philosophiae naturalis, praecipua physices capita
exponens; Accedit De fontium fluviorumque origine ex pluviis dissertatio physica. Amsterdam:
Henry Wetstein, 1697.
Catalogue: [1763]
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Bates, William (1625–99). The Harmony of the Divine Attributes in the Contrivance and Accomplishment
of Man’s Redemption by the Lord Jesus Christ. London: Printed by J. Darby for Nathaniel
Ranew, Jonathan Robinson, and Brabazon Aylmer, 1674.
Catalogue: 1757
Battishill, Jonathan (1738–1801), et al. Almena, an English Opera. London: Printed for T. Becket & P. A.
De Hondt, 1764.
Catalogue: 1764
Baxter, Richard (1615–91). The Practical Works of the Late Reverend and Pious Mr. Richard Baxter, in
four volumes. London: Printed for Thomas Parkhurst, Jonathan Robinson, and John Lawrence,
1707.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Beaumont, Francis (1584–1616) & John Fletcher (1579–1625). The Maid in the Mill, a Comedy. London:
Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1718.
Catalogue: [1763]
Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687–1752). Bengelius’s Introduction to His Exposition of the Apocalypse.
Translated by John Robertson. London: J. Ryall & R. Withy, 1757.
Catalogue: 1764
Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687–1752). D. Io. Alberti Bengelii Gnomon Novi Testamenti: in quo ex nativa
verborum vi simplicitas, profunditas, concinnitas, salubritas sensuum coelestium indicatur.
Tübingen: Printed by H. Philip Schram, 1739.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687–1752). Io. Alberti Bengelii Ordo temporum a principio per periodos
oeconomiae divinae. Stuttgart: Christoph Erhard, 1741.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW55; “C. Wesley Mar. 10, 1750”
Bernard, Nicholas (d. 1661). The Penitent Death of a Woeful Sinner; or, The Penitent Death of John
Atherton, executed at Dublin the 5 of December 1640. Dublin: Printed by the Society of
Stationers, 1641.
Catalogue: [1763]
Berridge, John (1716–93). A Collection of Divine Songs. London: s.n., 1760.
Catalogue: [1763]
Bible – both testaments and the psalter, in various languages (also just lists “Bible”)
Bengel, Johann Albrecht (1687–1752). [He Kaine Diatheke (Greek)] Novum Testamentum
Graecum. Tübingen: I.G. Cott, 1734.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757 (twice); [1763]; 1764
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Bèze, Théodore de (1519–1605). The New Testament of our Lord Jesus Christ translated out of
Greek by Theodore Beza [into German] … Englished by Laurence Tomson. [Dordrecht:
Isaac Cann] 1603.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
La Bible: qui est toute la Saincte Escriture du Vieil et du Noveau Testament. Paris: Anthoine
Cellier, 1652. [Geneva Bible, in French]  
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW3; “C. Wesley June 1743” “John Fletcher”
Bos, Lambert (1670–1717). [He Palaia Diatheke kata tous Hebdomekanta (Greek)] Vetus
Testamentum ex Versione Septuaginta Interpretum. Franeker, Netherlands: Printed by
Franciscus Halma, 1709.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Coverdale, Miles (1488–1568). The New Testament of Oure Savyour Jesu Christ Faythfully
Translated. [Antwerp]: G. Montanus, 1538.
Catalogue: 1757, [1763]
Estienne, Robert (1503?–1559). [Tes Kaines Diathekes Hapanta (Greek)]. [Geneva]: J. Crispin,
1565.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757
“French Psalter” [possibly Les Pseaumes de David, mis en rime françoise par Clément Marot et
Théodore Bèza. London, 1728]
Catalogue: [1763]
“German Testament”
Catalogue: 1757
“Hebrew Testament”
Catalogue: 1757
[He Kaine Diatheke (Greek).] London: Mottaios, 1703.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Leusden, Johannes (1624–99). [Sefer Tehelim (Hebrew).] Liber Psalmorum. London: S. Palmer,
1726.
Catalogue: 1757 (2 copies)
Location: One copy at Bridwell Library, SMU; “C. Wesley Mar. 1759”
Martin, David (1639–1721). La Sainte Bible. Amsterdam: Mortier, et al., 1707. [French]
Catalogue: [1763]; 1764
[Tēs Kainēs Diathēkēs hapanta. (Greek)] Novi Testamenti libri omnes, new edition  London:
Roger Daniels, 1653.  
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW183.2; “C. Wesley”
[Sefer Tehilim. (Hebrew)] Psalterii Davidis, new edition. Leiden: Ioannis Maire, 1650.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW186; “C. Wesley 1733”
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“Testament with cuts”
Catalogue: [1763]
Bolton, Robert (1572–1631). Mr. Bolton’s Last and Learned Worke of the Foure Last Things: Death,
Judgement, Hell, and Heaven. London: Printed by George Miller, 1632.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Bononcini, Giovanni (1670–1747). Griselda; an Opera. London: Printed by J. Walsh, 1722.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Bossuet, Jacque Bénigne (1627–1704). The History of France from Pharamond to Charles IX. 4 vols.
Edinburgh: Printed by A. Donaldson and J. Reid, 1762.
Catalogue: [1763]; 1764
Bouhours, Dominique (1628–1702). The Life of St. Ignatius, founder of the Society of Jesus. London:
Printed for Henry Hills, 1686.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW16; “C. Wesley 1750”
Boyer, Abel (1667–1729). The Royal Dictionary in Two Parts: first, French and English; secondly,
English and French. London: Printed for R. Clavel, H. Mortlock, and S. Lowndes, 1699.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Bromley, Thomas (1629–91). The Way to the Sabbath of Rest; or, The Soul’s Progress in the work of the
New-Birth; to which are now added, two discourses of the author, never before printed, viz. The
journeys of the children of Israel, as in their names and historical passages, they comprise the
great and gradual work of regeneration. And a treatise of extraordinary divine dispensations,
under the Jewish and Gospel administrations. London: Printed by J. Baker, 1710.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts
Buchanan, George (1506–1582). The History of Scotland; from the earliest accounts of that nation, to the
reign of King James VI. 2 vols. 5th edition. Edinburgh: Printed by Alexander Donaldson & J.
Reid, 1762. 
Catalogue: [1763] 
Location: MARC, MAW CW128–129
Bull, George (1634–1710). Judicium ecclesiae Catholicae trium primorum seculorum, de necessitate
credendi quod Dominus noster Jesus Christus sit verus Deus. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 1694.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763] 
Location: MARC, MAW CW24; “C. Wesley 1758”
Burke, Edmund (1729–97). An Account of the European Settlements in America. 2 vols. London: Printed
for R. & J. Dodsley, 1757.
Catalogue: [1763]
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Burnet, Thomas (1635–1715). The Theory of the Earth: containing an account of the original of the
earth. 2 vols. London: Printed by R. Norton for Walter Kettilby, 1690.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Busby, Richard (1606–95). Graecae grammatices rudimenta usum scholae Westmonasteriensis. London:
John Redmayne, 1663.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Butler, Samuel (1612–80). Hudibras, in three parts. London: Printed for D. Browne et al., 1720.
Catalogue: [1763] 
Location: MARC, MA 5431; “John Craven, ex aede Christi”; “E lib. C. Wesley,
aed. xti alum, ex dono amici Craven, Aug. 18. 1732’” [John Craven (b.
1708) entered Christ Church College the same year as Charles Wesley.]
Butts, Thomas (fl. 1740–60). Harmonia Sacra; or, a choice collection of Psalm and Hymn tunes. London:
E. & C. Dilly, 1753.
Catalogue: 1764
Buxtorf, Johann (1564–1629). Lexicon Hebraicum et Chaldaicum. Basel: s.n., 1607.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Caesar, Caius Julius (100–44 BC). C. Julii Caesaris et A. Hirtii De rebus à C. Julio Caesare gestis
commentarii. Edited by Michael Mattaire. London: Printed for Jacob Tonson and John Watts,
1716.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Care, Henry (1646–1688). English Liberties; or, The Free-Born Subject’s Inheritance, containing: I.
Magna Charta …. II. The Proceedings in Appeals …. III. All the Laws against Conventicles and
Protestant Dissenters. London: Printed by G. Larkin for Benjamin Harris, 1680.
Catalogue: 1757
Carolo, Stephano (ca. 1605–ca. 1685). Lexicon Historicum, Geographicum, Poeticum. Paris: Printed by J.
Libert, 1644. [this volume actually identifies as Carolus Stephan, as Wesley lists accordingly]
Catalogue: 1764
Cave, William (1673–1713). Primitive Christianity; or, The Religion of Ancient Christians in the First
Ages of the Gospel. London: Printed by J.M. for Richard Chiswell, 1673.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Chambaud, Louis (d. 1776). A Grammar of the French Tongue. London: Printed for A. Millar, 1750.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Chambaud, Louis (d. 1776). Exercises to the Rules of Construction of French Speech. London: Printed for
A. Millar, 1750.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
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Cheyne, George (1671–1743). An Essay on Health and Long Life. London: Printed for George Strahan,
1724.
Catalogue: [1763]
Cheyne, George (1671–1743). The Natural Method of Curing the Diseases of the Body and Disorders of
the Mind Depending on the Body. London: Printed for George Strahan, 1742.
Catalogue: 1757
Chillingworth, William (1602–44). The Religion of Protestants, a Safe Way to Salvation. Oxford:
Leonard Lichfield, 1638.
Catalogue: 1764
Church of England. The Book of Common Prayer. [S.l.: s.n.,] ca. 1658. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW183.1; “C. Wesley”
Church of England. The Book of Common Prayer, together with Psalter. London: Printed by Charles Bill
and Thomas Newcomb, 1702.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Location: MARC, MA 1977/095; “C. Wesley. The Gift of the Earl of Huntingdon”
(on flyleaf); “C Wesley 1743” (on title page)
Church of England. [Leitourgia Brettanike egoun Biblos demosion euchon kai diakoneseos mysterion
(Greek)] Liber precum publicarum ac celebationis sacramentorum reliquorumque rituum &
caeremoniarum in ecclesiâ nostrâ Anglicanâ, in studiosae juventutis gratiam nunc primùm
Graecè editus. Edited by Elias Perley. London: Printed by Tho. Cotes for Richard Whitaker,
1638. (Book of Common Prayer in Greek)
Catalogue: [1763] (Greek Liturgy)
Location: previously at Kingswood School and Westminster School10
Church of England. Homilies. [Edition Wesley likely used: Certain Sermons or Homilies Appointed to be
read in Churches in the Time of Queen Elizabeth. Oxford: printed at the Theatre and sold by
Thomas Guy, 1683.]
Catalogue: 1757
Cicero, Marcus Tullius (106–43 BC). M. Tullii Ciceronis De officiis libri tres. Cato major sive de
senectute. Laelius sive de amicitia. Amsterdam: Henricum Wetstenium, 1689. 
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW18; “E Libris Caroli Wesley 1723”
10See John D. Carleton, Westminster School, a History, revised edition (London: Rupert Hart-
Davis, 1965), 91. This book is on a list of holdings for the Kingswood School library dated about 1780.
Carleton records the donation of the volume by Kingswood School to Westminster School in the 1940s.
Unfortunately the volume cannot now be located in the archives collection at Westminster. Charles
reportedly inscribed this volume by putting one letter in the upper right-hand corner of successive pages
to spell E LIBRIS CAROLI WESLEY HUJUSCE ECCLESIAE SANCTI PETRI COLLEGIATAE ANNO DOMINI ONE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND TWENTY ONE CHARLES WESLEY HIS BOOK WHO IS OF SAINT PETERS
COLLEGE WESTMONSTER (sic) AMEN.
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Clarendon, Edward Hyde, Earl of (1609–74). The History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England,
begun in the year 1641; with the precedent passages, and actions, that contributed thereunto, and
the happy end, and conclusion thereof by the King’s blessed restoration, and return, upon the 29th
of May, in the year 1660. 2nd edition. 6 vols. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 1705–6. [First 6
volume edition as specified.]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Collier, Jeremy (1650–1726). A Short View of the Immorality and Profaneness of the English Stage;
Together with the Sense of Antiquity upon this Argument. 3rd edition. London: Printed for S.
Keble, R. Sare and H. Hindmarsh, 1698.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW29; “C. Wesley Feb. 1 1759”
Collier, Jeremy (1650–1726). A Defence of The Short View of the Profaneness and Immorality of the
English Stage. London: Printed for S. Keble, R. Sare, and H. Hindmarsh, 1699.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Cook, John (ca. 1705–1777). An Anatomical and Mechanical Essay on the Whole Animal Oeconomy; …
wherein is shewn the most wonderful conduct of nature in all the phaenomena attending human
bodies. 2 vols. London: Printed for W. Meadows, 1730.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Cook, John (ca. 1705–1777). Clavis Naturae: or, The Mystery of Philosophy Unveiled. In a discourse
showing the prime and efficient physical cause of all the phaenomena of nature. London: Printed
by C. Ackers for W. Meadows, T. Astley, and T. Worral, 1733.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Cowley, Abraham (1618–67). The Works of Mr. Abraham Cowley. 8th edn. 2 vols. London: Printed for
Jacob Tonson, 1684. [Two volume set as specified.]
Catalogue: [1763]
Crisp, Tobias (1600–43). Christ Alone Exalted, being the compleat works of Tobias Crisp, D.D.,
containing XLII sermons … which were formerly printed in three small volumes … to which is
now added ten sermons. (1643–46, 3 vols. ori.) 2 vols. London: Printed for G. Keith, 1755. [first
2 volume edition as specified]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Cruden, Alexander (1701–70). A Complete Concordance to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New
Testament. London: Printed for D. Midwinter, A. Bettesworth, et al., 1738. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW319; “C. Wesley Aug. 8, 1750”
82
Daubuz, Charles (1673–1717). A Perpetual Commentary on the Revelation of St. John, with a
Preliminary Discourse concerning the Certainty of the Principles upon Which the said Revelation
is to be Understood. 2nd edition: Abridged, and Rendered Plain to the Meanest Capacity, by Peter
Lancaster. London: Printed for the author and sold by W. Innys, 1730.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Location: Kingswood School Archives; “C. Wesley” on title page; “E.A.P.J. Nov.
14, 1733” on fly leaf
“Death of Spira” (one of the three following)
Catalogue: [1763]
Bacon, Nathaniel (1593–1660). A Relation of the Fearfull Estate of Francis Spira, in the yeare
1548. London: Printed by I. Legat for Phil. Stephens and Christopher Meredith, 1638.
Sault, Richard (d. 1702). The Second Spira: being a fearful example of an atheist, who had
apostatized from the Christian religion, and died in despair at Westminster, December 8,
1692. London: Printed for John Dunton, 1693.
The Third Spira. Being Memoirs of the Life, as also a Reasonable Account of the Terrible
Despair and Death of a young English Gentleman at Paris, in the year 1717. London:
Printed for J. Roberts, 1724.
“Devotions of the Romish Church” [almost certainly John Patrick(1632–95). Reflexions upon the
Devotions of the Roman Church. London: Printed for Richard Royston, 1674.]
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
See also: “Romish Devotions” below
Defoe, Daniel (1661?–1731). The Family Instructor, in three parts: I. Relating to Fathers and Children.
II. To Masters and Servants. III. To Husbands and Wives. London: Printed for Eman. Matthews,
1715.
Catalogue: [1763]
Defoe, Daniel (1661?–1731). The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. London:
Printed for W. Taylor, 1719.
Catalogue: [1763]
Dionysius, of Halicarnassus (ca. 60–7 BC). [Dionysou tou Halicanasseos Tes Romaikes archaiologias ta
sozema (Greek)] Dionysii Halicarnassensis Opera omnia graece & latine. 2 vols. Edited by John
Hudson. Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 1704. [likely edition]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Downame, George (d. 1634). A Treatise of Justification; wherein is first set down the true doctrine in the
causes, effects, fruits ... then all objections and cavils ... are answered ... especially of Robert
Bellarmine. London: Printed by Felix Kyngston for Nicolas Bourne, 1633.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW317a; “C. Wesley 1740”
83
Epictetus (55–135). Enchiridion. [In Epikteti Enchiridion, Cebetis Thebani Tabula, Theophrasti
Characteres ethici, M.T. Ciceronis de Exilio dialogus, et Prodici Hercules, cum versione latina.
Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 1670.]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Epictetus (55–135). Epictetus, his morals, with Simplicius, his comment. Translated by George Stanhope.
4th edition. London: Printed by W.B. [i.e. William Bowyer] for Richard Sare, 1721.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW45; “C. Wesley 1756”
Esprit, Jacques (1611–78). The Falsehood of Human Virtue, a moral essay. London: Printed for Timothy
Child, 1691.
Catalogue: [1763]  (twice)
Location: MARC, MAW CW21; “C. Wesley Nov. 22, 1760”
Excerpta ex Ovidio, Virgilio, Horatio, Juvenali, Persio, et Martiali. [An abridged collection by John
Wesley.] Bristol: Printed by F. Farley, 1749.
Catalogue: 1757
Fénelon, François de Salignac de la Mothe (1651–1715). The Adventures of Telemachus, the son of
Ulysses, in ten books. With the Adventures of Aristonous. 2 vols. London: Printed for E. Curll, J.
Pemberton, & W. Taylor, 1715.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Fénelon, François de Salignac de la Mothe (1651–1715). Les Aventures de Telemaque. 5 vols. Paris: s.n.,
1699.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Fénelon, François de Salignac de la Mothe (1651–1715). The Archbishop of Cambray’s Pastoral Letter
Concerning the Love of God. Edited by Robert Nelson. London: Printed for Charles Rivington,
1715.
Catalogue: [1763]
Fénelon, François De Salignac de la Mothe (1651–1715). Dialogues sur l’eloquence en general, et sur
celle de la chaire en particulier. Amsterdam: J.F. Bernard, 1718.
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW44; “C. Wesley 1765”
Fénelon, François de Salignac de la Mothe (1651–1715). Instructions for the Education of a Daughter.
Translated and revised by George Hickes, D.D. Dublin: Printed for P. Wilson, J. Exshaw, & M.
Willamson, 1753.
Catalogue: [1763]
Fénelon, François de Salignac de la Mothe (1651–1715). Sentimens de Piété. [S.l.: s.n.] 1713.
Catalogue: [1763]
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Fielding, Henry (1707–54). The History of the Adventure of Joseph Andrews, and his friend Mr. Abraham
Adams. 2 vols. London: Printed for A. Millar, 1743.
Catalogue: [1763]
Fleury, Claude (1640–1723). Primitive Christianity; or, An Historical Account of the Manners and
Behaviour of the Christians and the Practices of Christianity in the First Ages of the Church.
London: Printed for D. Midwinter and Thomas Leigh, 1703.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Floyer, John (1649–1734).  The Ancient [psychrolousia (Greek)] Revived: or, An Essay to Prove Cold
Bathing both Safe and Useful … Also a Letter of Dr. [Edward] Baynard’s, containing an Account
of many Eminent Cures done by the Cold Baths in England. London: Printed for Sam. Smith and
Benj. Walford, 1702.
Catalogue: 1757
Location: MARC, MAW CW35; “C. Wesley Aug. 12, 1754”
Fuller, Francis (1670–1706). Medicina Gymnastica; or, A Treatise concerning the Power of Exercise with
respect to the Animal Oeconomy, and the Great Necessity of it in the Cure of several Distempers.
London: Printed by John Matthews for Robert Knaplock, 1705. 
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW37
Gastrell, Francis (1662–1725). The Christian Institutes; or, The Sincere Word of God. Being a plain and
impartial account of the whole faith and duty of a Christian. London: Printed by E. Powell for E.
Bennet, 1707.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Gauden, John (1605–62). [Eikon basilike (Greek).] The Pourtraicture of his Sacred Majestie in his
Solitudes and Sufferings. London: Printed by H. Hills, 1649. 
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW 227; “I borrow’d this book of Mrs. James of Earl’s-
Mead. 1757” (appears to be in Mrs Sarah Wesley’s hand)
Gay, John (1685–1732). Fables. 2 vols. London: Printed for J. Tonson and J. Watts, 1727–28.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Gell, Robert (1595–1665). An Essay towards the Amendment of the English Translation of the Bible; or,
A proof, by many instances, that the last translation of the Bible into English may be improved.
The first part on the Pentateuch, or five books of Moses. London: Printed by R. Norton for
Andrew Crook, 1659.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
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Gell, Robert (1595–1665). Gell’s Remains; or, Several Select Scriptures of the New Testament opened
and explained. 2 vols. in one. London: Printed for Nath. Brooke, 1676. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW348; “C. Wesley 1742”
Gessner, Salomon (1730–88). The Death of Abel. Translated from German original by Mary Collyer.
London: Printed for R. & J. Dodsley, et al., 1761.
Catalogue: [1763]
Gillies, John (1712–96). Historical Collections Relating to Remarkable Periods of the Success of the
Gospel, and Eminent Instruments employed in promoting It. 2 vols. Glasgow: Printed by Robert
and Andrew Foulis, 1754.
Catalogue: [1763] (2 vols.)
Location: (vol. 2) MARC, MAW CW72; “C. Wesley 1754”
Goodwin, John (1594?–1665). Christ set forth in his Death, Resurrection, Ascension, Sitting at God’s
Right Hand, Intercession, as the Cause of Justification. London: Printed by W.E. and J.G. for
Robert Dawlman, 1642.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; [1763]
Goodwin, John (1594?–1665). Imputatio Fidei; or, A Treatise on Justification. London: Printed by R.O.
and G.D. for Andrew Crooke, 1642.
Catalogue: [1763]
Gouge, William (1578–1653). Of Domesticall Duties. London: Printed by John Haviland for William
Bladen, 1622.
Catalogue: 1757
Hall, Joseph (1574–1656). Contemplations upon the Principle Passages of the Holy Story. London:
Printed by Edward Griffin for Henry Featherstone, 1618.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Hall, Joseph (1574–1656). The Works of Joseph Hall. London: Printed for Edward Brewster, 1634.
Catalogue: [1763]
 Location: Privately owned by Dr Philip Davies, Wareham, Dorset, England
Handel, George Frederic (1685–1759). Handel’s Songs; selected from his latest oratorios for the
harpsichord, voice, hoboy, or German flute. Vol. 1. London: Printed for I. Walsh, 1739.
Catalogue: 1757
Hartley, David (1731?–1813). Observations on Man: His Frame, His Duty, and His Expectations. 2 vols.
London: Printed by S. Richardson, 1749.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW66–67; “C. Wesley 1753” “To the Rev. Charles
Wesley from the author. June 26, 1753”
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Hartley, Thomas (1708–84). Sermons on Various Subjects; with a prefatory discourse on mistakes
concerning religion, enthusiasm, experiences, etc. London: Printed for the author, 1754.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW73; “C. Wesley Apr. 5, 1754. The Gift of the Friendly
Author”
Haweis, Thomas (1734–1820). The Communicant’s Spiritual Companion; or, an Evangelical
Preparation for the Lord’s Supper. London: Printed for E. Dilly, 1763.
Catalogue: [1763]
Haweis, Thomas (1734–1820). Evangelical Principles and Practice; being Fourteen Sermons. London:
Printed by J. & W. Oliver, 1762.
Catalogue: 1764
Henry, Matthew (1662–1714). An Exposition of the Old and New Testament in Five Volumes. 4th edn.
London: Printed for John and Paul Knapton, et al., 1737–38. [first five volume set as specified]
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Hervey, James (1714–58). Meditations and Contemplations. 7th edition. 2 volumes. London: Printed for
John & James Rivington, and J. Leake, 1750.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW68–69; “C. Wesley 1750. The Gift of the Friendly
Author”
Heylyn, John (1684?–1759). Theological Lectures at Westminster Abbey, with an interpretation of the
Four Gospels. London: Printed for J. & R. Tonson, and S. Draper, 1749.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Higden, William (1663?–1715). A View of the English Constitution with Respect to the Sovereign
Authority of the Prince, and Allegiance of the Subject; in Vindication of the Lawfulness of taking
the Oaths to Her Majesty, by Law required. London: Printed for Samuel Keble, 1709.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Higgons, Bevil (1670–1735). A Short View of the English History. London. Printed for Tho. Edlin, 1723.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Holloway, Benjamin (ca. 1691–1759). Originals, physical and theological, sacred and profane; or, An
Essay Towards Discovery of the First Descriptive Ideas in Things by Discovery of the Simple or
Primary Roots in Words. 2 vols. Oxford: Printed at the Theatre, 1751.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
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Homer (8th cent. BC).  [Homērou Ilias. Ek theatrou en Oxonia (Greek)] . London: J. Bowyer & H.
Clements, 1714.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW40; “C. Wesley Aug. 12, 1754”
Homer (8th cent. BC). The Iliad of Homer. Translated by Alexander Pope. 4 vols. London: Printed for A.
Horace, P. Virgil, et al., 1759.
Catalogue: [1763] 
Location: MARC, MAW CW114–117; “C. Wesley Sept. 24, 1765”
Homer (8th cent. BC). The Odyssey of Homer. Translated by Alexander Pope. 4 vols. London: Printed for
A. Horace, P. Virgil, et al., 1760.
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: (vols. 2–4) MARC, MAW CW118–120; “C. Wesley Sept. 24, 1765”
Hooker, Richard (1553?–1600). The Works of Mr Richard Hooker ... in Eight Books of Ecclesiastical
Polity. London: Printed by Thomas Newcomb for Andrew Crook, 1666. 
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CWQ3
Hopkins, Exekiel (1634–90). Brotherly Admonition; in several sermons on Leviticus 19:17. London:
Printed by J.D. for Nathaniel Ranew, 1691. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW20; “C. Wesley Dec. 18, 1734”
How, James (1690–1765). A Sermon on Occasion of the Earthquake at Lisbon. London: Printed for John
Rivington, 1756.
Catalogue: 1757
Howe, John (1630–1705). The Redeemer’s Tears wept over Lost Souls; A Treatise on Luke XIX, 41–42.
London: Printed by J. Astwood for Thomas Parkhurst, 1684.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Hutchinson, John (1674–1737). An Abstract from the Works of John Hutchinson. Esq.; being a Summary
of His Discourses in Philosophy and Divinity. Edited by George Horne and/or Robert Spearman. 
Edinburgh: Printed by R. Fleming, 1753.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
“Hymns for the Perfect” [Almost certainly Charles Wesley (1707–88).] Hymns for Those to Whom Christ
is All in All. London: s.n., 1761.]
Catalogue: [1763]
Jewel, John (1522–71). The Apology of the Church of England, and an Epistle to one Seignior Scipio, a
Venetian Gentleman, concerning the Council of Trent. London: Printed by T.H. for Richard
Chiswell, 1685.
Catalogue: 1757
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Juvenal. Junii Juvenalis et Auli Persii Flacci Satyrae. Edited by Thomas Farnby. London: Printed by
Richard Field for William Welby, 1612.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Knight, James (1672–1735). Eight Sermons preached at the Cathedral Church of St. Paul ... at the
Lecture founded by the honored Lady Moyer. London: Bonwicke, 1721. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW46; “Samuel Wesley [Jr.], E. A. P. J. 1726” “C.
Wesley, ad Xti. oxon alumni, 1732”
LaBruyère, Jean de (1645–96). Les Caractères de Theophraste, Traduits du Grec,avec les Caractères ou
les Moeurs de ce Siècle. Paris: Michallet, 1697.
Catalogue: 1764
Lampe, John Frederick (1703?–51). Hymns on the Great Festivals [Wesley texts with tunes by Lampe].
London: Printed for M. Cooper, 1746.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1764
Law, William (1686–1761). An Humble, Earnest, and Affectionate Address to the Clergy. London:
Printed for J. Richardson, 1761. 
Catalogue: 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW127; “C. Wesley 1761”
[L’Écluse de Loges, Pierre Mathurin de (1716–83).] Memoirs of Maximilian de Bethune, Duke of Sully. 5
vol. London: Printed for A. Millar, R. & J. Dodsley, and W. Shropshire, 1757.
Catalogue: [1763]
Leechman, William (1706–85). The Nature, Reasonableness, and Advantages of Prayer. Glasgow:
Printed by Robert Foulis, 1743.
Catalogue: 1757
[Lefevre, Mrs. (d. 1756)]. Letters upon Sacred Subjects, by a person lately deceased. London: s.n., 1757. 
Catalogue: 1757 (twice); [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW78; “C. Wesley 1757”
Leigh, Edward (1602–71). Critica Sacra, in Two Parts: the first containing observations on all the
radices, or primitive Hebrew words of the Old Testament; the second, philological and
theological observations upon all the Greek words of the New Testament. 2 vols. London: Robert
Young & Thomas Underhill, 1639–41.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 (2 copies)
Leslie, Charles (1650–1722). A Short and Easy Method with the Deists, wherein the Certainty of the
Christian Religion is Demonstrated by Infallible proof from Four Rules. 8th edition. London:
Printed byJ. Applebee, 1723.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757
Location: MARC, MAW CW50; “C. Wesley 1747”
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Locke, John (1632–1704). Some Thoughts Concerning Education. London: Printed for A. & J. Churchill,
1693.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Ludwig, Christian (1660–1728). A Dictionary, English, German, and French. Leipzig: Thomas Fritschen,
1706.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Ludwig, Christian (1660–1728). Teutsch-Englishes Lexicon. Leipzig: Thomas Fritschen, 1716. 
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW342
Madan, Martin (1726–90). A Collection of Psalm and Hymn Tunes Never Published Before. [London]: to
be had at the Lock Hospital … and E. Dilly, 1765.
Catalogue: [1763] (“Lock Tunes”)
Location: Pitts Theological Library, Emory University, 1765 COLL; “Chas.
Wesley. His Book. The Sacred gift of his very kind friend and
Benefactor, the Revd. Mr. Madan, August 20 1769”
Mainwaring, John (d. 1807). Memoirs of the Life of the Late George Frederic Handel. London: Printed
for R. & J. Dodsley, 1760.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Marshall, Walter (1628–80). The Gospel-Mystery of Sanctification, open’d in sundry practical directions.
4th edition. London: Printed for John Marshall, [1700?].
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW22; “C. Wesley 1755”
Mather, Samuel (1626–1671). The Figures of Types of the Old Testament, by which Christ and the
heavenly things of the gospel were preached and shadowed to the people of God of old; explained
and improved in sundry sermons. 2nd edition. London: Printed for Nath. Hillier, 1705.
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW38; “C. Wesley 1764”
Meditations upon Various Subjects, Religious and Moral, in a Train of Visions: Chiefly Designed for
Persons in Younger Life. London: Printed for J. Buckland, 1749.
Catalogue: 1757 [“Visions for Youth”]
Mede, Joseph (1586–1638). The Key of the Revelation. [Translation of Clavis Apocalyptica]. London:
Printed by R.B. for Phil Stephens, 1643.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Milton, John (1608–74). Paradise Lost. London: Peter Parker, Robert Boulter, and Matthias Walker,
1667 
Catalogue: [1763] (3 listings)
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Milton, John (1608–74). Paradise Lost. … With notes of Various Authors. Edited by Thomas Newton.
London: Printed for J. & R. Tonson, et al., 1763.
Catalogue: [1763]
Milton, John (1608–74). An Extract from Milton’s Paradise Lost, with notes. [John Wesley’s abridgement
of the preceding.] London: Printed by Henry Fenwick. 1763.
Catalogue: [1763]
Milton, John (1608–74). The Poetical Works of Mr. John Milton. Edited by Joseph Addison. 2 vol.
London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1720.
Catalogue: [1763]; 1764
Molinos, Miguel de (1628–96). The Spiritual Guide which Disentangles the Soul; and brings it by the
Inward Way to the getting of Perfect Contemplation, and the Rich Treasure of Internal Peace.
With a Short Treatise concerning Daily Communion. London: s.n., 1699 [reprint of London:
Thomas Fabian, 1688].
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: Wesley Historical Society Library, The Wesley Center, Oxford Brookes
University; “C. Wesley 1755”
Moravian Church. A Collection of Hymns, with several translations from the Hymn-Book of the Moravian
Brethren. London: Printed for James Hutton, 1741. [an appendix published in 1744; Part II in
1746; Part III in 1748]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (both list at least three separate volumes)
Nelson, James (1710–94). An Essay on the Government of Children under Three General Heads: Health,
Manners, and Education. London: Printed for R. & J. Dodsley, 1753.
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Nepos, Cornelius (100–25 BC). Excellentium Imperatorum Vitae. [Edited by John Fell. Oxford:
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Norris, John (1657–1711). A Collection of Miscellanies: Consisting of Poems, Essays, Discourses, and
Letters, Occasionally Written. Oxford: Printed at the Theatre for John Crosely, 1687.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Nottingham, Heneage Finch, Earl of (1621–82). An Exact and Most Impartial Accompt of the Trial and
Judgment ... of Twenty Nine Regicides; the Murtherers of His late sacred Majesty. London:
Printed for Andrew Crook and Edward Powel, 1660.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
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Ogilby, John (1600–76). Mr. Ogilby’s Pocket Book of Roads. London: for the author, 1679. [many later
editions]
Catalogue: [1763] (twice)
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Owen, John (1616–83). Pneumatologia; or, A Discourse Concerning the Holy Spirit. London: Printed by
J. Darby for Nathaniel Ponder, 1674.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Pascal, Blaise (1623–62). Les Provinciales; ou, les Lettres escrites par Louis de Montalte. Cologne:
Pierre de la Vallée, 1658.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW7; “C. Wesley, E. A. P. J., Dec. 1, 1756” “Ex dono
Revi. Amici Lindsey” [almost certainly Theophilus Lindsey
(1723–1808), chaplain to Lord Francis Huntingdon]
Pascal, Blaise (1623–62). Thoughts on Religion and Other Subjects. Translated by Basil Kennett.
London: Printed by W.B. for A. & J. Churchill, et al., 1704.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; [1763]
Pasor, Georg (1570–1637). Syllabus Graeco-Latinus omnium Novi Testamenti vocum. Amsterdam:
Jansson, 1648.
Catalogue: 1757
Patrick, Simon (1626–1707). The Christian Sacrifice; A Treatise showing the Necessity, End, and Manner
of Receiving the Holy Communion, together with suitable Prayers and Meditations. London:
Printed by R.N. for R. Royston,, 1671.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757 (twice)
Pearse, Edward (1633?–1674?). The Best Match; or, The Soul’s Espousal to Christ. London: Printed for
Jonathan Robinson & Brabazon Aylmer, 1673.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Pearson, John (1613–86). An Abridgment of the Exposition of the Creed written by … John Pearson. By
Thomas Bishop. London: Printed for Bernard Lintot, 1729.
Catalogue: [1763]
Pemberton, Henry (1694–1771). View of Sir Isaac Newton’s Philosophy. London: Printed by S. Palmer,
1728.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; 1764
Perronet, Vincent (1693–1785). Some Reflections by Way of Dialogue on the Nature of Original  Sin,
Baptismal Regeneration, Repentance, The New Birth, Faith, Justification, Christian Perfection or
Universal Holiness, and the Inspiration of the Holy Spirit. London: Printed for J. & P. Knapton,
and J. Roberts, 1747.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts, 1757, [1763]
Persius (ca. 34–62). Junii Juvenalis et Auli Persii Flacci Satyrae. Edited by Thomas Farnby. London:
Printed by Richard Field for William Welby, 1612.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
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Plutarch (ca. 46–125). Plutarch’s Lives, in six volumes. London: Printed for J. & R. Tonson, 1758.
Catalogue: 1764
Pope, Alexander (1688–1744). The Works of Alexander Pope esq in four volumes complete. Edinburgh:
s.n., 1764.
Catalogue: 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW138–141; “C. Wesley 1764”
Prior, Matthew (1664–1721). Poems on Several Occasions. 2 vols. London: Printed for J. Tonson & J.
Barber, 1721.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts
Purcell, Henry (1659–95). Orpheus Britannicus; A Collection of all the Choicest Songs for One, Two, and
Three Voices. London: Printed by J. Heptinstall for Henry Playford, 1698.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Quesnel, Pasquier (1634–1719). Le Nouveau Testament en françois; avec des reflexions morales. 8 vols.
in 4. Brussels: Henry Fricx, 1700.
Catalogue: 1757 (4 vols.); [1763] (4 vols. & 2 last vols.)
Location: (one vol.) MARC, MAW CW33; “C. Wesley July 1, 1762”
Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686–1743). Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Messire François de
Salignac de la Mothe-Fenelon, archevêque duc de Cambray. Amsterdam: François L’Honoré,
1729.
Catalogue: (see English translation next, catalogue could refer to either)
Location: MARC, MAW CW53; “Revd. Mr Charles Wesley1762” (indistinct and
not in Wesley’s hand)
Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686–1743). The Life of François de Salignac de la Mothe Fenelon,
Archbishop and Duke of Cambray. London: Printed for Paul Vaillant and James Woodman,1723.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW208; “C. Wesley”
Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686–1743). Les Voyages de Cyrus, avec un discours sur la Mythologie. 2
vols. as 1. Paris: Andre Chevalier, 1728.
Catalogue: 1757
Location: MARC, MAW CW52; “C. Wesley Feb. 24, 1762”
Ramsay, Andrew Michael (1686–1743). The Travels of Cyrus; to which is annexed A Discourse upon the
Theology and Mythology of the Ancients. 2 vols. London: Printed by T. Woodward & J. Peele,
1727.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Rapin de Thoyras, Paul (1661–1725). The History of England, as well ecclesiastical as civil. Translated
by N. Tindal. 4th edition. 12 vols. London: Printed by assignment from Mr. Knapton for T.
Osborne et al., 1757.   [see continuation by Tindal; lists all 20 vols.]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW79–90; “C. Wesley 1758”
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Restaut, Pierre (1696–1764). The Principles of French Grammar, abridged. London: Printed for John
Nourse, 1755.
Catalogue: [1763]
Reynolds, Edward (1599–1676). The Works of the right Reverend ... Edward Reynolds D.D., Late Lord
bishop of Norwich. Containing three treatises of The Vanity of the Creature, Sinfulness of sin,
Life of Christ. An explication of Psalm CX. Meditations on the sacrament of the Lord’s supper.
An Explication of the XIV. Chapter of Hosea. A Treatise of the Passions and Faculties of the
Soul. With a collection of Thirty Sermons preached on Several Solemn Occasions. London:
Printed by Tho. Newcomb for Robert Boulter, 1678.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Reynolds, George (1699?–1769). An Historical Essay upon the Government of the Church of England.
London: Printed for Thomas Osborne, 1743.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW58; “C. Wesley Nov. 25, 1755. The Gift of Rev. Mr.
Castle”
Richardson, Alexander (17th cent.). The Logician’s School Master; or, A Comment upon Ramus’ Logick.
Whereunto are added his Prelections on Ramus’ Grammar, Taleus’ Rhetorick, and his notes on
Physics, Ethics, Astronomy, Medicine, and Optics. London: Printed by Gartrude Dawson for
Sam. Thomson, 1657.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]; 1764
Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Candid Narrative of the Rise and Progress of the Herrnhuters, Commonly
Called Moravians, or Unitas Fratrum. London: A. Printed for Linde, 1753.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW232.1; “C. Wesley 1753”
Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Solemn Call on Count Zinzendorf, the author and advocate of the sect of
Herrnhuters … to answer all and every charge brought against them in the Candid Narrative &c.
London: Printed for A. Linde, 1754.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW232.2 (bound with above)
Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Second Solemn Call on Mr. Zinzendorf; otherwise called Count Zinzendorf.
London: Printed for A. Linde, 1757.
Catalogue: 1757
Rimius, Henry (d. 1756?). A Supplement to the Candid Narrative of the Rise and Progress of the
Herrnhuters. London: Printed for A. Linde, 1755.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW232.3 (bound with Candid Narrative)
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Robe, James (1688–1753). A Second Volume of Sermons. Edinburgh: Printed by R. Fleming, 1750.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW109; “C. Wesley 1750. The Gift of my much
respected and beloved friend. James Erskine Esq.” [i.e., James Erskine,
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Roberti, Antonius (17th cent.) & George Perkins (17th cent.) Clavis Homerica; reserans significationes,
etymologias, derivationes, compositiones, & dialectos omnium vocaulorum quae in viginti
quatuor libris Iliadis Homeri (necnon ferè Odysseae) continentur. London: Adreae Crook, 1656.
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW6
Robertson, William (d. 1686). Thesaurus linguae sanctae ... sive, Concordantiale lexicon Hebraico-
Latino-Biblicum. London: Printed by Samuel Roycroft, 1680.
Catalogue: 1757
Robertson, William (1721–93). The History of Scotland during the Reigns of Queen Mary and of King
James VI till his Accession to the Crown of England. 4th edition. 2 vols. London: Printed for A.
Millar, 1761. 
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW125–126
Rollin, Charles (1661–1741). The Ancient History of the Egyptians, Carthaginians, Assyrians,
Babylonians, Medes and Persians, Macedonians and Grecians. 10 vols. Edinburgh: Printed for
Hamilton & Balfour, Kincaid & Donaldson, and W. Gray, 1758–63. 
Catalogue: [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW99–108; “C. Wesley July 26, 1763”
Rollin, Charles (1661–1741). The Method of Teaching and Studying the Belles-Lettres. 5th edition. 4 vols.
Edinburgh: Printed by R. Fleming for A. Kincaid & J. Bell, et al., 1759.
Catalogue: [1763]; 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW110–113; “C. Wesley 1763”
“Romish Devotions” [likely John Patrick (1632–95) & Simon Patrick (1626–1707). The Virgin Mary
misrepresented by the Roman Church … in the Devotions paid to her as the Mother of God.
London: Printed for Richard Chiswell, 1688.]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
See also: “Devotions of the Romish Church” above
Rutherford, Samuel (1600–61). Joshua Redivivus; or Mr. Rutherfoord’s Letters. [Rotterdam: s.n.], 1664.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
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Sanderson, Robert (1587–1663). Logicae Artis Compendium. Oxford: Printed by L.L. & H.H. for Ric. &
Nic. Davis, 1664.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Scapula, Johann (ca. 1540–ca. 1600). Lexico Graeco Latinum. Basel: Hervagiana, 1580.
Catalogue: 1757
Schrevel, Cornelis (1608–64). Corn. Schrevelii Lexicon manuale Graeco-Latinum & Latino-Graecum.
Leiden: Francis Hack, 1654.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Schurman, Anna Maria van (1607–78). Nobiliss. virgnis Annae Mariae à Schurman Opuscula Hebraea,
Graeca, Latina, Gallica Prosaica & metrica. Leiden: Elsevir, 1648. 
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW1; “C. Wesley Æd. Xti Alum. June 22 1733”
Shaw, Samuel (1635–96). Immanuel; or, A discovery of true religion as it imports a living principle in the
minds of men ... being the latter clause of The Voice Crying in a Wilderness; or, a continuation of
the Angelical Life. London: s.n., 1667.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757
Location: MARC, MAW CW9; “C. Wesley”
“Sheabeare’s Letters” (one of the following)
Catalogue: 1764
Shebbeare, John (1709–88). Letters on the English Nation, by Batista Angeloni. 2 vols. London:
s.n., 1755 [presented as if translations, but his own creation].
Shebbeare, John (1709–88). Letters to the People of England on the Present Situation. London: J.
Scott, 1755–57 [issued six letters total; on national affairs, taxes, etc.].
Sibbes, Richard (1577–1635). Bowels Opened; or, A Discovery of the Near and Dear Love, Union, and
Communion Betwixt Christ and the Church … in divers sermons on … Canticles. London: Printed
by George Miller for George Edwards, 1639.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts
Spenser, Edmund (1552?–99). The Faerie Queene. Books I–III (in 3 vols.). London: Printed for William
Ponsonbie, 1596.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763] (twice); 1764
Location: (vol. 1) MARC, MAW CW430; “C. Wesley, ex Æde Xti, 1734”
Stennett, Joseph (1663–1713). A Version of Solomon’s Song of Songs. London: Printed for Daniel Brown
and Andrew Bell, 1700.
Catalogue: [1763]
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Stillingfleet, Edward (1635–99). Irenicum. A Weapon-Salve for the Churches Wounds; or, the divine right
of particular forms of church government. 2nd edition. London: Printed by R.I. for Henry
Mortlock, 1662.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (twice)
Location: MARC, MAW CW8
Stillingfleet, Edward (1635–99). The Unreasonableness of Separation; or, an impartial account of the
history, nature and pleas of the present separation from the communion of the Church of
England. London: Printed by T.N. for Henry Mortlock, 1681.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW13; “C. Wesley Jan. 7, 1759”
Swift, Jonathan (1667–1745). Lemuel Gulliver’s Travels into Several Remote Nations of the World. 2
vols. London: Printed for Benjamin Motte, 1726.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Tacitus, Cornelius (56–117). [C. Cornelii Taciti annalium et historiarum libri qui Location. Edited by
Justus Lipsius. Louvain: Seb. Gryphium, 1576; or other editions]
Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (another)
Tasso, Torquato (1544–95). Godfrey of Bulloigne, or the Recovery of Jerusalem. Translated in verse by
Edward Fairfax. London: Printed by A. Hatfield for J. Jaggard & M. Lownes, 1600.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Temple, William, Sir (1628–99). Observations upon the United Provinces of the Netherlands. 5th edition.
London: Printed for Jacob Tonson & Awnsham Churchill, 1690.
Catalogue: [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW19; “C. Wesley 1755”
Terence (ca. 190–159 BC). Publius Terentius Afer [his comedies]. Saumur: René Pean, 1671.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW279; “Samuel Wesley [Jr.]” “Revnd. C. Wesley. Xt.
Ch. Oxon” “C Wesley 1757”
“[Thomas à] Kempis Latin” (one of the following)
Catalogue: 1757
Thomas à Kempis (1380–1471). De Christo imitando contemnendisque mundi vanitatibus
libellus. With notes by Sébastien Castellion. Cambridge: Printed by John Hayes for G.
Graves Jr., 1685 [1565 ori.]
Thomae A Kempis De Christo Imitando. [Abridged by John Wesley.] Bristol: Printed by F.
Farley, 1748.
Thompson, William (1712?–66). Poems on Several Occasions. 2 vols. Oxford: the Theatre, 1751–57.
Catalogue: [1763]
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Tindal, Nicolas (1687–1774): The Continuation of Mr. Rapin’s History of England; from the Revolution
to the Present Times. 4th edition. 8 vols. London: Printed by assignment from Mr. Knapton, for T.
Osborne, et al., 1758–59.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763] (20 vol.); 1764
Location: MARC, MAW CW91–98; “C. Wesley 1758”
Towgood, Micaiah (1700–92). A Dissent from the Church of England, fully Justified; and proved from
the genuine and just consequences of the allegiance due to Christ, the only lawgiver in the
church. London: Printed by J. Waugh, 1753.
Catalogue: 1757
An Universal History; from the earliest account of time to the present, compiled from original authors. 20
vols. London: Printed for T. Osborne, 1747–48.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764
Ussher, James (1581–1656). The Judgement of the late Arch-Bishop of Armagh, and Primate of Ireland:
1) Of the Extent of Christ’s Death and Satisfaction, etc. 2) Of the Ordination in other Reformed
Churches. London: Printed for John Crook, 1657.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Valdés, Juan de. (d. 1541) The Hundred and Ten Considerations of Signior John Valdesso; Entreating of
those Things which are most Profitable, most Necessary, and most Perfect in a Christian
Profession. Translated by Nicholas Ferrar. Foreword by George Herbert. Oxford: Printed by
Leonard Lichfield, 1638.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Vane, Henry (1612?–62). A Pilgrimage into the Land of Promise, by the Light of the Vision of Jacob’s
Ladder and Faith. [London: s.n.] 1664.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Vida, Marco Girolamo (ca. 1485–1566). Marci Hieronymi Vidae, cremonensis Albae episcopi, poemata
quae Location omnia. 2 vols. London: Lawton Gulliver & Johannis Nourse, 1732.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]; 1764
Location: (vol. 2) MARC, MAW CW54; “Ex Libris Car[ol]i Wesley Æd. Xti
Oxon. Alumni, ex dono Fratris, Aug. 3, 1732”
Virgil (70–19 BC). P. Virgilii Maronis Opera. With notes by Thomas Farnaby. Amsterdam: Jansson-
Waesberg, 1685.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW15; “C. Wesley Aug. 12, 1754”
Walker, George (1645?–90). A True Account of the Siege of London-Derry. London: Printed for Robert
Clavel & Ralph Simpson, 1689.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW17.8; “C. Wesley 1753” (on title page of first in this
bound volume)
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Ward, John (fl. 1698–1709). The Young Mathematician’s Guide. London: Printed by Edward Midwinter
for John Taylor, 1707.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1757; [1763]
Watts, Isaac (1674–1748). Divine Songs attempted in Easy Language for the use of Children. London:
Printed for M. Lawrence, 1715.
Catalogue: [1763]
Wesley, Samuel Sr. (1662–1735). Dissertationes in Librum Jobi. London: Printed by William Bowyer,
1736.
Catalogue: MS Richmond Tracts; 1764
Wesley, Samuel Sr. (1662–1735). The Life of our Blessed Lord & Saviour, Jesus Christ; an heroic poem,
dedicated to Her Most Sacred Majesty; in ten books. London: Printed for Charles Harper and
Benjamin Motte, 1693.
Catalogue: 1757; 1764
Wesley, Samuel Jr. (1691–1739). Poems on Several Occasions. 2nd  edition. Cambridge: Printed by S.
Bentham for J. Brotherton & S. Birt, 1743.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]; 1764 (listed twice)
Wesley, Samuel Jr. (1691–1739). The Iliad in a Nutshell; or, Homer’s Battle of the Frogs and Mice.
London: Printed for B. Barker, 1726.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Whately, William (1583–1639). A Bride Bush; or, a Wedding Sermon, Compendiously Describing the
Duties of Married Persons. London: Imprinted by Felix Kyngston for Thomas Man, 1619 [Note
to Reader disavowing stance on divorce for adultery added, London: Printed by Bernard Alsop
for Benjamin Fisher, 1623].
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Whately, William (1583–1639). A Care-Cloth; or, A treatise of the cumbers and troubles of marriage,
intended to advise them that may, to shun it. London: Imprinted by Felix Kyngston for Thomas
Man, 1624.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW347.1; “C. Wesley Aug. 12, 1754”
Whately, William (1583–1639). Charitable Tears: or, a sermon showing how needfull a thing it is for
every godly man to lament the common sinnes of our countrie . London: Imprinted by Felix
Kyngston for Thomas Man, 1623. 
Location: MARC, MAW CW347.2 (bound with preceding)
Williams, Daniel (1643?–1716). The Excellency of a Public Spirit set forth in a sermon preached … at the
Funeral of that late Reverend Divine Dr. Samuel Annesley. London: Printed for John Dunton,
1697.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Womock, Lawrence (1612–85). The Examination of Tilenus before the Triers. London: Printed for R.
Royston, 1657.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
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Xenophon (ca. 430–354 BC). Cyropaedia; or, the Institution of Cyrus. Translated by Maurice Ashley
Cooper. London: Printed for John Noon and James & John Knapton, 1728.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Young, Edward (1683–1765). The Centaur not Fabulous; in five letters to a friend, on the life in vogue.
London: Printed for A. Millar, and R. & J. Dodsley, 1755.
Catalogue: 1757; [1763]
Location: MARC, MAW CW74; “C. Wesley Jan. 29, 1756. The Gift of Miss
Molly Hotham” [i.e., Melusina Hotham, d. 1765]
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Extant Volumes not in Catalogues that bear Wesley’s signature
Allestree, Richard (1619–81). The Whole Duty of Receiving Worthily the Blessed Sacrament. 10th edition.
London: Printed for C. Ware, C. Hitch, et al., 1758.
Location: MARC, MAW CW185; “C. Wesley” 
Avison, Charles (1710–70). An Essay on Musical Expression. 2nd ed. London: Printed for C. Davis, 1753.
Location: MARC, MAW CW71; “C. Wesley Feb. 1769”
Church of England. Le Livre des Prieres Communes, et de l’administration des Sacremens/The Book of
Common Prayer, and Administration of the Sacraments (French/English version). Oxford:
Printed by John Baskett, 1717.
Location: MARC, MAW CW43; “C. Wesley Oct. 27, 1766”
Fabricius, Johann Albert (1668–1736).  Joh. Alberti Fabricii Bibliotheca Latina sive notitia autorum
veterum Latinorum quorumcunque scripta ad nos pervenerunt. London: Printed by T. Leigh & D.
Midwinter, 1703. 
Location: MARC, MAW CW36.1; “C. Wesley 1758”
Hale, Matthew (1609–76). The Analysis of the Law; being a scheme or abstract of the several titles and
partitions of the law of England. 2nd edition. London: Printed by E. Nutt, 1716.
Location: MARC, MAW CW41.2; (original binding with History of Common Law)
Hale, Matthew (1609–76). Contemplations moral and divine, in two parts. 2 vols. in 1. London: Printed
for William Shrowsbury & John Leigh, 1682. 
Location: MARC, MAW CW14; “C. Wesley 1764”
Hale, Matthew (1609–76). The History of the Common Law of England; divided into twelve chapters. 2nd
edition. London: Printed by E. Nutt, 1716.
Location: MARC, MAW CW41.1; “C. Wesley”
Homer (8th cent. BC).  [Homērou Ilias (Greek)], Vol. 2. London: Jacob Tonson & John Watts, 1722.
Location: MARC, MAW CW47.1; “C. Wesley 1759”
Homer (8th cent. BC). Homeri Iliadis interpretatio Latina. Vol. 2. [Latin translation of the Greek.]
London: Jacob Tonson & John Watts, 1721. 
Location: MARC, MAW CW47.2; (bound with preceding)
Horace (65–8 BC). Q. Horatius Flaccus: Scholiis sive annotationibus. Amsterdam: Ioannis Blaeu, 1650. 
Location: MARC, MAW CW192; “C. Wesley”
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Marinus (5th cent.). Procli philosophi Platonici vita, scriptore Marino Neapolitano. London: T. Hodgkin
for T. Leigh & D. Midwinter, 1703. 
Location: MARC, MAW CW 36.2; (original binding with Fabricus above)
More, Henry (1614–87). Conjectura cabbalistica; or, A conjectural essay of interpreting the mind of
Moses, according to a threefold cabbala: viz., literal, philosophical, mystical or divinely moral.
London: Printed by James Flesher, 1653.
Location: MARC, MAW CW4; “C. Wesley”
Ponet, John (1516?–56). Diallacticon viri boni et literati, de veritate, natura, atque substantia corpis et
sanguinis Christi in Eucharistia. London: B. Griffin & Samuel Keble, 1688.
Location: MARC, MAW CW17.1; “C. Wesley 1753” (on title page)
Sclater, William (1638–1717?). An Original Draught of the Primitive Church: in answer to a discourse
[by Peter King] entitled, An Enquiry into the Constitution, Discipline, Unity, and Worship of the
Primitive Church. London: Printed for George Strahan & J. Bowyer, 1717.
Location: MARC, MAW CW42; “Car[oli] Wesley, olim ex Ædi Christi Alumnus,
E.A.P.J., 1785”
Sherlock, Richard (1612–89). The Practical Christian; or, the Devout Penitent. 5th edition. London:
Printed by J.L. for Luke Meredith, 1699.
Location: MARC, MAW CW32; “Charles Wesley”
Simpson, Christopher (d. 1669). A Compendium of Practical Musick in Five Parts. London: Printed by
William Godbid for Henry Brome, 1667.
Location: MARC, MAW CW10; “C. Wesley. The Gift of Mrs. Didsbury. 1781”
South, Robert (1634–1716). Twelve Sermons upon Several Subjects and Occasions. Vol. 3. London:
Printed by Tho. Warren for Thomas Bennet, 1698.
Location: MARC, MAW CW26; “C. Wesley Xt Ch. Oxon”
South, Robert (1634–1716). Twelve Sermons upon Several Subjects and Occasions. Vol. 4. London:
Printed by G. James for Jonah Bowyer, 1715.
Location: MARC, [MAW CW27; “Charles Wesley”
South, Robert (1634–1716). Twelve Sermons upon Several Subjects and Occasions. Vol. 6. London:
Printed for Jonah Bowyer, 1717.
Location: MARC, MAW CW28; “Cha. Wesley Xt. Ch., Oxon”
Sternhold, Thomas (d. 1549). The Whole Book of Psalmes: collected into English meeter. London:
Printed for the Companie of Stationers, 1663.  
Location: MARC, MAW CW 183.3; “C. Wesley”
Tillotson, John (1630–94). Of Sincerity and Constancy in the Faith and Profession of the True Religion,
in several sermons. London: Printed for Ri[chard] Chiswell, 1695.
Location: MARC, MAW CW25; “C. Wesley”
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Vives, Juan Luis (1492–1540), Desiderius Erasmus (d. 1536), et al. De conscribendis epistolis de S.
Erasmi Roterdami opus. Ioannis Ludovici Valentini Libellus verè aureus. Conradi Celtis
Methodius. Christophori Hegendorphini Epitome. Omnia nunc demum in studiosorum gratiam &
utilitatem uno libello comprehensa, & longè quam antea emendatius exeusa. Basel: Nicolaum
Brylingerum, 1561.
Location: Wesley’s House, London, D31; “C. Wesley 17[ ]” (very faint)
Wesley, Samuel Sr. (1662–1735). The Pious Communicant Rightly Prepared; or a Discourse concerning
the Blessed Sacrament: wherein the Nature of it is described, our obligation to frequent
communion enforced, and directions given for due preparation for it, behaviour at and after it.
With Prayers and Hymns suited to the several parts of that Holy Office. To which is added, A
Short Discourse of Baptism. London: Printed for Charles Harper, 1700.
Location: MARC, MAW CW34; “C. Wesley Aug. 12, 1754”
Wotton, Henry (1568–1639). Reliquiae Wottonianae; or, a collection of lives, letters, poems. 3rd edition.
London: Printed by T. Roycroft for R. Marriot, F. Tyton, et al., 1672.
Location: MARC, MAW CW11; “C. Wesley 1777”
Wright, Samuel (1683–1746). A Treatise of that Being Born Again without which No Man can be Saved.
10th edition. London: Printed for J. Clark & R. Hett, and E. Matthews, 1727.
Location: MARC, MAW CW51; “C. Wesley”
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